Note: The JHU archives does not own a commencement program for 1880. The following information was drawn from contemporary sources: the Annual Report of the President and the Johns Hopkins University Register.

Date: June 9, 1880

Graduates

Doctors of Philosophy

Francis Greenleaf Allinson – Greek
   On Ionic Forms in the Second Century, A.D., and the Obligations of Lucian to Herodotus

Fabian Franklin – Mathematics
   Bipunctual Co-ordinates

Edwin Herbert Hall – Physics
   An Account of Some New Experiments in Electricity and Magnetism

Allan Marquand – Ethics
   The Logic of the Epicureans

Washington Irving Stringham – Mathematics
   On Regular Figures in n-dimensional Space

Bachelors of Arts

Thomas Milton Beadenkopf
Allen Kerr Bond
William Cathcart Day
Henry Laurence Gantt
Edgar Goodman
Carl Eckhardt Grammer
Alexander Fridge Jamieson
Edmund Allen Jarvis
Stewart Brian Linthicum
John Hanson Lowe
Leigh Clinton Morgan
Nelson Palmer
Thomas Pettigrew
Henry Fielding Reid
Wiltz Raymond Stricklen
Lewis Webb Wilhelm